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by the landing ground at Kulundia, 6 miles north of
Jerusalem. The course then changed to a little north
of west for the town of Ramleh, lying in the plain between
the Judsean Hills and the Mediterranean Sea.
Ramleh was made famous by the Crusaders, and
the aerodrome there was made by the Germans during
the war of 1914—18. The surface soil of the plains of
Palestine becomes sticky and soft after rain, of which
there is plenty during the winter; and consequently
aerodromes are apt to become unfit for use. A fresh
site was later selected for Ramleh aerodrome adjacent
to the old one but covering a low hill which slopes
down from the hangars. The part of the aerodrome
on the hill drains sufficiently to remain permanently
serviceable during the winter; but the pilot cannot
afford to land down the hill even against a moderate
wind. He had far better land with the wind and rely
on the upward slope to pull him up. Pilots who have
landed with the wind on the level, and have not been
able to pull up, will appreciate that the slope of the
hill has to be quite pronounced for it to be preferable
to la&d down wind, I believe that no really successful
wheel brakes have yet been evolved for aeroplanes.
One of the difficulties is that they tend to tip up on their
noses if you apply a brake when they are running along.
If anybody wants to appreciate what the absence of
brakes means to the pilot, let him take a car, accelerate
it up to 40 miles an hour, put it into neutral gear, and
then see how long it takes to stop.1 If there is not
much wind to land against, aeroplanes run a long way
on smooth desert aerodromes after they have touched
1 Since wiring the above, I have heard that wheel brakes h#ve been
developed in the U.S.A., and are being used successful^-

